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Inference of the cis-regulatory code... Why?

La part créative de l’évolution biochimique ne se fait pas à partir de rien. Elle 
consiste à faire du neuf avec du vieux.     (F. Jacob)

spatial patterns of control can be identified.
If GAL4 is used as a reporter gene, these
enhancer detection lines can be used for
targeted gene expression; the enhancer
drives the specific expression of GAL4,
which in turn can transactivate a target
gene, in our case ey provided with a UAS.
As indicated in Fig. 1A, the GAL4 enhancer
detection line was crossed to a UAS-ey stock
to generate transheterozygous flies that ex-
press ey in those cells that express GAL4.
We chose approximately 20 GAL4 lines, of
which only 3 gave viable adult flies to ana-
lyze in more detail (14). The results are
illustrated for the GAL4 line E132. When
E132 is crossed with a stock containing a
UAS-lacZ construct, p-galactosidase stain-
ing reveals the activation of the lacZ report-
er gene by GAL4 and thus the expression
pattern of GAL4 in the imaginal discs. E132
expresses GAL4 in discrete regions of the
wing and haltere discs, all three pairs of leg
discs, and in the antennal imaginal discs
(Fig. 1, B through D), which are the primor-
dia for the respective adult structures. When
the GAL4 expressing line E132 is crossed
with a stock carrying an ey embryonic com-
plementary DNA (cDNA) (15) under a
GAL4-UAS control element, transhet-
erozygous flies can be generated, and the
expression of ey can be targeted into the
imaginal discs as mentioned above (Fig. 1,
B, C, and D for lacZ). In the wild-type
controls ey is only expressed in the eye discs.

As a consequence of ectopic ey expres-
sion in line E132, ectopic eye structures were
induced in the wings (Fig. 2A), all six legs
(Fig. 2B, for mesothoracic legs), the anten-
nae (Fig. 2C), and the halteres. When the
flies were raised at 25°C, at which tempera-
ture the cold-sensitive GAL4 is properly ac-
tive, 100 percent of the transheterozygotes
produced ectopic eye structures. We ob-
served that the eye structures in the adult
cuticles bulged out of the tissue in which
they were induced. This phenomenon is il-
lustrated for the wing in scanning electron
micrographs (Fig. 3, B and D), and could
represent sorting out of heterotypic cells in
order to minimize the contact surface be-
tween the two tissue types (16). In some
cases, the development of the ectopic eyes
interfered with pattern formation in the sur-
rounding imaginal disc tissue and resulted in
pattern duplications. In the GAL4 line
MS941, all of the flies expressed ey in the
wing discs and produced eye facets on both
wings. In line p339, which expressed GAL4
in a small spot in the wings in low amounts,
only red pigment was formed, but again with
100 percent penetrance. We also used a
heat-inducible promotor to express ey ubiq-
uitously at various times during develop-
ment. However, heat shocks during embry-
onic and most larval stages lead to develop-
mental arrest. To circumvent this lethality,
1790
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Fig. 3. Scanning electron of ectopic eyes (30). (A) Scanning electron micrograph of an ectopic eye
(arrowhead) in the head region formed by the antennal disc. (B) Overview of a fly with an ectopic eye under
the wing (arrow) and on the antenna (arrowhead). (C) Higher magnification of (A). The ectopic eye (to the left)
contains hexagonal ommatidia and interommatidial bristles. The organization of the facets in the ectopic eye
is very similar to the pattern in the normal eye (to the right). Some facets, however, are fused and some
irregularities in the form of the facets are observed. (D) Higher magnification of the ectopic eye under the
wing shown in (B) (arrow). The ectopic eye protrudes out of the thoracic body wall (ventral pleura). The
organization of the facets and interommatidial bristles are similar to that of the ectopic eye shown in (C).

heat-shocks were applied after 80 hours dur-
ing the middle of the third larval stage.
Ectopic eye structures including complete
ommatidia were induced. However, targeted
ey expression by the GAL4 system was more
effective.

The fine structure of the ectopic eyes was
analyzed by scanning electron microscopy.
Well-developed ectopic eyes were most fre-
quently observed on structures derived from
the antennal and wing discs (Fig. 3, A and
B). Distinct ommatidia with lenses and in-
terommatidial bristles were seen (Fig. 3, C
and D). The array of facets and bristles were
largely normal. However, we also observed
fusion of facets and irregular spacing of bris-
tles in some cases. The eye structures in-
duced on the legs were on average smaller
than the ones on antennae or wings but
nevertheless appeared to have a relatively
normal organization.

Photoreceptors in the ectopic eyes. Mi-
croscopic analysis of sections of ectopic eye
structures indicated that the ectopic omma-
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tidia consisted of the full complement of the
different types of cells and structures (17). In
a longitudinal section of an antennal ectopic
eye, we were able to distinguish cornea,
pseudocone, cone cells, primary, secondary,
and tertiary pigment cells, and photorecep-
tors with rhabdomeres (Fig. 4, A and B). At
the base of the ommatidia, we observed the
feet of secondary and tertiary pigment cells
and a basal lamina that formed a structure
with features characteristic of the fenestrated
membrane of the retina. On a transverse
section, the normal trapezoidal array of
rhabdomeres was clearly visible (Fig. 4B, ar-
rowhead).
We also analyzed the neuronal differen-

tiation of photoreceptors by means of ELAV
antibodies (18). Clusters of photoreceptor
cells were clearly detected at ectopic sites in
the imaginal discs (Fig. 4, C and D), and the
sequence of neuronal differentiation ob-
served in the normal eye disc was retained in
the ectopic eye cells. A number of single
cells that expressed the neuronal marker
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Transcription regulation
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ORTHOLOGY

Two sequences are orthologous
if they share a common ancestor
and are separated by speciation.

PHYLOGENETIC FOOTPRINTING 

An approach that seeks to
identify conserved regulatory
elements by comparing genomic
sequences between related
species.

MACHINE LEARNING

The ability of a program to learn
from experience — that is, to
modify its execution on the basis
of newly acquired information.
In bioinformatics, neural
networks and Monte Carlo
Markov Chains are well-known
examples.

Identification of regions that control transcription
An initial step in the analysis of any gene is the identifi-
cation of larger regions that might harbour regulatory
control elements. Several advances have facilitated the
prediction of such regions in the absence of knowl-
edge about the specific characteristics of individual cis-
regulatory elements. These tools broadly fall into two
categories: promoter (transcription start site; TSS)
and enhancer detection. The methods are influenced
by sequence conservation between ORTHOLOGOUS genes
(PHYLOGENETIC FOOTPRINTING), nucleotide composition and
the assessment of available transcript data.

Functional regulatory regions that control transcrip-
tion rates tend to be proximal to the initiation site(s) of
transcription. Although there is some circularity in the
data-collection process (regulatory sequences are sought
near TSSs and are therefore found most often in these
regions), the current set of laboratory-annotated regula-
tory sequences indicates that sequences near a TSS are
more likely to contain functionally important regulatory
controls than those that are more distal. However, specifi-
cation of the position of a TSS can be difficult. This is fur-
ther complicated by the growing number of genes that
selectively use alternative start sites in certain contexts.
Underlying most algorithms for promoter prediction is a
reference collection known as the ‘Eukaryotic Promoter
Database’ (EPD)4. Early bioinformatics algorithms that
were used to pinpoint exact locations for TSSs were
plagued by false predictions5. These TSS-detection tools
were frequently based on the identification of TATA-box
sequences, which are often located ~30 bp upstream of a
TSS. The leading TATA-box prediction method6, reflect-
ing the promiscuous binding characteristics of the TATA-
binding protein, predicts TATA-like sequences nearly
every 250 bp in long genome sequences.

A new generation of algorithms has shifted the
emphasis to the prediction of promoters — that is,
regions that contain one or more TSS(s). Given that
many genes have multiple start sites, this change in
focus is biochemically justified.

The dominant characteristic of promoter sequences
in the human genome is the abundance of CpG dinu-
cleotides. Methylation plays a key role in the regulation
of gene activity. Within regulatory sequences, CpGs
remain unmethylated, whereas up to 80% of CpGs in
other regions are methylated on a cytosine. Methylated
cytosines are mutated to adenosines at a high rate,
resulting in a 20% reduction of CpG frequency in
sequences without a regulatory function as compared
with the statistically predicted CpG concentration7.
Computationally, the CG dinucleotide imbalance can be
a powerful tool for finding regions in genes that are
likely to contain promoters8.

Numerous methods have been developed that
directly or indirectly detect promoters on the basis of
the CG dinucleotide imbalance. Although complex
computational MACHINE-LEARNING algorithms have been
directed towards the identification of promoters, simple
methods that are strictly based on the frequency of CpG
dinucleotides perform remarkably well at correctly pre-
dicting regions that are proximal to or that contain the

does not reveal the entire picture. There is only partial
correlation between transcript and protein concentra-
tions3. Nevertheless, the selective transcription of genes
by RNA polymerase-II under specific conditions is cru-
cially important in the regulation of many, if not most,
genes, and the bioinformatics methods that address the
initiation of transcription are sufficiently mature to
influence the design of laboratory investigations.

Below, we introduce the mature algorithms and
online resources that are used to identify regions that
regulate transcription. To this end, underlying meth-
ods are introduced to provide the foundation for
understanding the correct use and limitations of each
approach. We focus on the analysis of cis-regulatory
sequences in metazoan genes, with an emphasis on
methods that use models that describe transcription-
factor binding specificity. Methods for the analysis of
regulatory sequences in sets of co-regulated genes will
be addressed elsewhere.We use a case study of the human
skeletal muscle troponin gene TNNC1 to demonstrate
the specific execution of the described methods. A set of
accompanying online exercisesprovides the means for
researchers to independently explore some of the meth-
ods highlighted in this review (see online links box).
Because the field is rapidly changing, emerging classes of
software will be described in anticipation of the creation
of accessible online analysis tools.

Distal TFBS

Proximal TFBS

Transcription
initiation complex Transcription

initiation

CRM

Co-activator complex

Chromatin

Figure 1 | Components of transcriptional regulation. Transcription factors (TFs) bind 
to specific sites (transcription-factor binding sites; TFBS) that are either proximal or 
distal to a transcription start site. Sets of TFs can operate in functional cis-regulatory 
modules (CRMs) to achieve specific regulatory properties. Interactions between bound TFs
and cofactors stabilize the transcription-initiation machinery to enable gene expression. 
The regulation that is conferred by sequence-specific binding TFs is highly dependent on the
three-dimensional structure of chromatin.

Wasserman and Sandelin (Nat Rev Gen, 04)
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Structure of the cis-regulatory code

transcriptional activators and repressors. Several potential
activators have been described that are expressed in differ-
ent domains of the epithelium of the future notum (see
below). These are thought to constitute a ‘prepattern’ of
the sort postulated by Stern in 1954 (Stern, 1954; Simpson,
1996). The notal prepattern is viewed as a two-dimensional
array of discrete, overlapping domains of expression of a
number of transcriptional and post-transcriptional regula-
tors of ac-sc (Tomoyasu et al., 1998b; de Celis et al.,
1999; Sato et al., 1999; Sato and Saigo, 2000). Collectively
these domains form a sort of mosaic that prefigures the final,
differentiated pattern. It has been assumed that the different
transcription factors, acting singly or in combination, acti-
vate ac-sc via the cis-regulatory sequences of the AS-C,
leading to development of the spatially discrete proneural
clusters.

Recently the idea of combinatorial code of transcriptional
activators has been challenged by new observations suggest-
ing that there is a hierarchy of gene function on the notum
(Calleja et al., 2000; Cavodeassi et al., 2000) and that ac-sc
activation may in fact depend upon a very small number of
activators. Only two proteins have so far been shown to
directly activate ac-sc transcription: the product of the
gene pannier (pnr), and the products of araucan and caupo-
lican, two genes that together with mirror, are members of
the iroquois complex (iro-C). Together expression of these
genes covers the entire notum, see (Calleja et al., 2000). At
the time of the formation of the proneural clusters, pnr is
expressed in the medial dorsal half of the notum, and iro-C
genes in the lateral half (Ramain et al., 1993; Gomez-Skar-

meta et al., 1996). Loss of function of pnr results in loss of
the medial bristles, whereas loss of function of iro-C genes
causes loss of the lateral bristles (Leyns et al., 1996; Haenlin
et al., 1997; Calleja et al., 2000). Pannier directly activates
transcription of ac-sc through binding to target sequences in
the dorso-central enhancer element, which drives expres-
sion in a cluster from which the dorso-central bristles
arise (Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 1995; Garcia-Garcia et al.,
1999). achaete-sc expression in the lateral domain appears
to require high levels of iro-C function, since the proneural
clusters are absent in hypomorphic mutants (Leyns et al.,
1996) and it was also demonstrated that Araucan binds a cis-
regulatory sequence required for ac-sc expression on a wing
vein cluster (Gomez-Skarmeta et al., 1996). Recent data
however seem to suggest that Iro proteins acts as repressors
and so their effect on ac-sc expression on the notum may in
fact be indirect (Cavodeassi et al., 2000). pannier and the
iro-C genes display properties of selector genes, and their
activity suggests that they are instrumental in a general
subdivision of the notum into two domains. Here we will
discuss the possibility that pnr and the iro-C genes are at the
top of a genetic hierarchy, and that the other factors may
play only subsidiary roles to locally modulate the activity of
Pnr and iro-C proteins.

The body wall of Drosophila and other Dipteran flies,
bears other features in addition to bristles, such as sutures,
attachment sites for muscles, and pigment patterns, that
together make up the complex morphology of this structure
(Figs. 2 and 3). Although they provide additional morpho-
logical elements for consideration, they have been largely

M. Calleja et al. / Gene 292 (2002) 1–122

Fig. 1. Organization of the achaete-scute locus and expression of achaete and scute in the developing wing disc, adapted from Gomez-Skarmeta et al. (1995).
achaete and scute are expressed in the presumptive notum of the wing imaginal disc in proneural clusters (A) that prefigure the sites at which precursors of the
large bristles, or macrochaetes, will form (B). This expression is driven by the activity of cis-regulatory elements scattered throughout the gene complex,
indicated by coloured boxes (C).

Imaginal disc
Adult notum

Genome sequence
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Fig. 1. Organization of the achaete-scute locus and expression of achaete and scute in the developing wing disc, adapted from Gomez-Skarmeta et al. (1995).
achaete and scute are expressed in the presumptive notum of the wing imaginal disc in proneural clusters (A) that prefigure the sites at which precursors of the
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Each sensory organ develops from a single multipotent
progenitor cells via a stereotyped lineage

singling out of
sensory organ
precursor cells

(SOPs)

proneural
cluster cells

asymmetric
cell division

M. Gho
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In silico determination of a priori unknown cis-
regulatory motifs

• Why?
General issues

- regulation at the transcriptional level
- small quantity of biological materials + heterogeneous

Specific advantages
- 12 Drosophila genomes
- 8 SOPs enhancers have been characterized, many remain to be determined
- 9 SOP-specific TF are known
- experimental test in vivo is feasible with a reasonable investment of 

resources
• How?

- Search for over-represented motifs in a set of characterized enhancers and 
homologous fragments from other Drosophila species

- Use these motifs to look for new SOP-specific enhancers within the D. 
melanogaster genome

lundi 17 janvier 2011



General idea of the approach
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Representation of DNA binding: PWMs and motifs
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it is simply the product of the relevant nucleotide prob-
abilities in each position in the profile.

For efficient computational analysis, the PFM must
be converted to a log-scale. To eliminate null values
before log-conversion, and in part to correct for small
samples of binding sites, a sampling correction, known
as PSEUDOCOUNTS, is added to each cell of the PFM (BOX 2).
The specific formula for the pseudocount correction
varies widely between software applications52. In our for-
mulation, pseudocount values are defined as the square
root of the number of sites that contribute to the model.
Additionally, the genome nucleotide distribution is taken
into account in the conversion (BOX 2). The final log-scale
matrix is referred to as a PWM.A quantitative score for a
potential site is produced by summing the relevant
nucleotide PWM values, analogous to the calculation of
the probability of observing the site, as discussed above
(BOX 1 and 2). For longer sequences, the PWM is slid
over the sequence in 1-bp increments, evaluating each
possible binding site (on both strands).

sequence and lends itself to fast visual comparisons,
it fails to reflect the quantitative characteristics of TF
binding. Consensus sequences confer an information loss
from the original data, as binding bias towards one of the
possible nucleotides is not reflected in the model (BOX 1).

Position weight matrix (PWM) profiles provide
quantitative descriptions of the known binding sites
for a TF51. Based on an alignment of all known sites,
the total number of observations of each nucleotide is
recorded for each position, producing a position fre-
quency matrix (PFM; see BOX 1). A normalized PFM,
in which each column adds up to a total of one, is a
table of probabilities for observing each nucleotide at
each position.

The matrix framework enables us to assign a quanti-
tative score to any sequence to identify potential binding
sites. It is helpful to visualize a profile model as a
‘machine’ that analyses a string of nucleotides (of the
same length as the profile). The calculation of the proba-
bility of observing a certain sequence is straightforward:

INFORMATION CONTENT

A measure of nucleotide
conservation in a position, based
on information theory.

PSEUDOCOUNT

The sample correction that is
added when assessing the
probability to correct for small
sample sizes (that is, few
binding sites).

Box 1 | Building models for predicting transcription-factor binding sites

The first step towards building models for predicting transcription-
factor (TF) binding sites involves data collection. To illustrate the
process, we use MEF2 as an example.

Data collection
A set of experimentally validated MEF2-binding sites was collected
from the literature and aligned (a). The sequence variability of the
collection of binding sites strongly affects the downstream models
for predicting additional sites. Note the diversity between the sites;
for instance, only 50% of the nucleotides are identical between sites
one and eight.

Model building
Consensus sequence model: a consensus sequence is defined by
selecting a degeneracy nucleotide symbol for each position
(column) in the alignment (b). Unusual binding sites can have an
extreme effect on the consensus (see, for example, site eight).

Position frequency matrix 
To more accurately reflect the characteristics at each position, a
matrix that contains the number of observed nucleotides at each
position is created (c). For instance, the first column in the alignment
(a) consists of no As, three Cs, two Gs and three Ts, therefore resulting
in the corresponding first matrix column {0,3,2,3}.

Position weight matrix 
The frequency matrix is usually converted to a position weight
matrix (PWM) using a formula (BOX 2, equation 2) that converts
normalized frequency values to a log-scale (d). PWMs are also
known as position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs, pronounced
‘possums’). Using a matrix model, a quantitative score for any DNA
sequence can be generated by summing the values that correspond
to the observed nucleotide at each position (e). For large and
representative collections of binding sites, the scores are
proportional to binding energies51.

Sequence logo 
The specificity in each column of the alignment can be measured in
terms of INFORMATION CONTENT92.A sequence logo scales each nucleotide
by the total bits of information multiplied by the relative occurrence of
the nucleotide at the position (f; BOX 2, equation 4).Sequence logos
enable fast and intuitive visual assessment of pattern characteristics.

Site 8
Site 7
Site 6
Site 5
Site 4
Site 3
Site 2
Site 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Source binding sites

C T C C T T A C A T G G G C
C A A C T A T C T T G G G C
C A A C T A T C T T G G G C
T G C C A A A A G T G G T C
T G A C T A T A A A A G G A
T G A C T A T A A A A G G A
G A C C A A A T A A G G C A
G A C C A A A T A A G G C A

a

B
its

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0

1

2

Position

f

b
B R M C W A W H R W G G B M

Consensus sequence

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
A 0 4 4 0 3 7 4 3 5 4 2 0 0 4
C 3 0 4 8 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 2 4
G 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 8 5 0
T 3 1 0 0 5 1 4 2 2 4 0 0 1 0

T T A C A T A A G T A G T C

A –1.93 0.79 0.79 –1.93 0.45 1.50 0.79 0.45 1.07 0.79 0.00 –1.93 –1.93 0.79
C 0.45 –1.93 0.79 1.68 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 0.45 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 0.00 0.79
G 0.00 0.45 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 –1.93 0.66 –1.93 1.30 1.68 1.07 –1.93
T 0.15 0.66 –1.93 –1.93 1.07 0.66 0.79 0.00 0.00 0.79 –1.93 –1.93 –0.66 –1.93

0.45 –0.66 0.79 1.68 0.45 –0.66 0.79 0.45 –0.66 0.79 0.00 1.68 –0.66 0.79

! = 5.23, 78% of maximum

c  Position frequency matrix (PFM)

d  Position weight matrix (PWM)

e  Site scoring

wi! =

!

""#

0.37 0.37 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.12 1.00 0.00
0.43 0.12 0.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
0.15 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.87 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.68 0.43 0.03 0.28
0.00 0.50 0.62 0.56
0.06 0.00 0.18 0.03
0.25 0.06 0.15 0.12

$

%%&

"i! = log2
wi!
f!

1

We define a score 
threshold Sth!
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In silico determination of motifs and modules

i) Known PWMs, difficult task:

-binding alone does not predict functional importance (Wasserman’s « futility theorem »)

-need to take into account other informations :

clustering of binding sites, conservation,…..

ii) PWMs unknown, even more difficult task:

-need  a training set

- use the statistics of small sequences on the training set to distinguish regulatory 
modules from background
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Motif discovery takes into account the evolutionary distance

close species:
approx. 1 observation

distant species:
approx. 2 observations

C

C

C

G

« Les mouches d’aujourd’hui ne sont plus les mêmes que les mouches d’autrefois… »
                                                                                                        R Queneau
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D. mel

Current starting site
...AGACCTGCAGACTGGA...

Training

enhancer 1

Motif discovery 
step 1: creation of a list of PWMs, i.e. motifs
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D. mel
D. sim

D. grim
. . .

Approximative first

PWM

D. melanogaster

Current starting site
...AGACCTGCAGACTGGA...

Training

enhancer 1

Training

enhancer n

...
D. mel
D. sim

D. grim
. . .

Motif discovery 
step 1: creation of a list of PWMs, i.e. motifs

High selectivity imposed by a high score threshold, i.e. set to recognize 
0.1-0.5 sites per 10 kb depending on sequence composition
Scanning is done on both strands of the chromosomes.
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Defining evolutionarily related groups
Chapitre 3. Inférence de sites de fixation pour des facteurs de transcription inconnus

Celles-ci ont été calculées à partir de l’observation des bases 4 fois dégénérées des séquences
codantes qui sont supposées avoir peu de contraintes évolutives.
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!()*(%%"&
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/&0$1&
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2(.!"#"%"!
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#+5&6('!"!
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!"#

Figure 3.4 – Phylogramme utilisé dans le modèle HKY et issu de [6]. Les longueurs des branches
représentent les distances évolutives en nombre de substitutions par site (inférées sur les bases 4
fois dégénérées des séquences codantes). Les clades définissant les groupes de conservation sont
représentées par des rectangles de couleurs di!érentes.

3.5.1 Évaluation de l’arbre phylogénétique

Par ailleurs, il a été montré que les introns courts [93] (introns dont la taille est inférieure à
80bp) constituent une bonne alternative pour la mesure de la neutralité. On les dénotera FEI
dans la suite, pour «Fast Evolving Introns». Nous avons donc utilisé 3000 introns courts (choisis
aléatoirement parmi les 25000 des drosophiles) extraits des alignements MAVID/Mercator obte-
nus sur le site AAAWiki http://rana.lbl.gov/drosophila/wiki/, concaténé les séquences et
utilisé le programme MrBayes [94] pour évaluer les paramètres du modèle HKY. Le facteur ! est
très proche de la valeur 2, valeur communément utilisée chez les drosophiles [34]. Les distances

34
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Matrix inference

A  melanogaster
A  simulans
C  pseudoobscura
A  mojavensis

Column i

Phylogenetic tree

Ancestor A
A

A

p(w|set of sites) is obtained by Bayes’ theorem

p(w|set of sites) ! p(set of sites|w)p(w)

p(set of sites|w) = "
sites Si

p(Si|w)
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Matrix inference

A  melanogaster
A  simulans
C  pseudoobscura
A  mojavensis

Column i

Phylogenetic tree

Ancestor A
A

A

Felsenstein ’81
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A refined model of evolution : 
Halpern and Bruno ’98

p(A! C) = papparition(A! C) x pfixation(A! C)
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A refined model of evolution : 
Halpern and Bruno ’98

Kimura ’69

p(A! C) = papparition(A! C) x pfixation(A! C)

pfixation(A ! C) =
1" e"4s

1" e"4Ns #
4s

1" e"4Ns

fAwC
fCwA

=
pfixation(A! C)
pfixation(C ! A)

= e4Ns
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Motif discovery
step 2: filtering and ranking

1. elimination of repeated motifs, i.e. that are distributed in a 
very non-poissonian manner in the background set
(10 000 intergenic sequences of 2 kb)
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Motif discovery 
step 2: filtering and ordering the list of motifs

2. elimination of duplicated motifs, i.e. that recognize
largely overlapping sets of sequences
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Proximity between PWMs

!"#$%&'(&)*&+#!%!&,'-.(!

,'-.(&)

,'-.(&/

Prox(w(1), w(2)) = 2
P

!
[S

"
s, w(1)) > Sth

#
and [S

"
s, w(2)) > Sth

#$

P{S(s, w(1)) > Sth} + P{S(s, w(2)) > Sth}
(19)

where P{S(s, w) > Sth} is the probability that a sequence s drawn at
random with the background frequencies (!b, b = A, C, G, T), has a score
S(s, w) above the threshold Sth for the frequency matrix w. Similarly, the
numerator of the expression (19), P{[S(s, w(1)) > Sth] and [S(s, w(2)) >
Sth]}, is the probability that a sequence is a binding site for both w(1) and
w(2).

Given two matrices w(1) and w(2), Prox(w(1), w(2)) could, in principle,
be numerically computed by drawing a large ensemble of sequences. We
find it more convenient and numerically much faster to use an analytic
approximation Proxas(w(1), w(2)) that is asymptotically exact as the width
W of the PWMs grows (in the limit where the mean information per matrix
column is finite).

Before giving the expression of Proxas(w(1), w(2)), we first introduce
some useful functions. For a matrix w, we define the real functions f (w)
and g(w) by

f (w) = !"Sth + !
j=1,··· ,W

ln

%

!
b

!b exp("#b,j)

&
(20)

g(w) =

%
"2 !

j=1,··· ,W

!b,c !b!c(#b,j ! #c,j)2 exp["(#b,j + #c,j)]
'
!b !b exp("#b,j)

(2

&!1/2

(21)

in which the sum over b and c corresponds to sums over the four bases,
#b,j is the PWM associated to w (Eq. (1)) and " is a function of w (or equiv-
alently of #b,j) implicitly defined by

Sth = !
j=1,··· ,W

!b !b#b,j exp("#b,j)
!b !b exp("#b,j)

(22)

Similarly, for two matrices (w(1), w(2)), we define the real functions h(w(1), w(2))
and k(w(1), w(2))

11

obtained simply by taking the maximum over the obtained strict proxim-
ities. Two PWMs are considered duplicates of each other (i. e. correspond
to two overlapping set of sites) if, and only if, their proximity is higher
than a chosen threshold. For the results presented here, this proximity
threshold was chosen to be 1/10 and among duplicates the best-scoring
matrix was kept. The !, "1 and "2 parameters have been computed by op-
timizing the equations Eq. (20,23). This has been implemented using the
Brent algorithm for equation Eq. (20) and the Fletscher-Reeves conjugate
gradient algorithm for equation Eq. (23) [11].

We conclude this subsection by a derivation of Eq. (27) using standard
statistical mechanics techniques (similar calculations in a related context
can be found, for instance, in OG Berg’s appendix to [2] or in [12]).

The probability P{S(w, s} > Sth) can be written

P{S(w, s) > Sth} = !
s

p(s)"(S(w, s)! Sth) (28)

where p(s) is the probability of drawing the sequence s and "(x) is the
Heaviside function , "(x) = 1 if x > 0 and "(x) = 0 otherwise. The sum
of sequences can be explicitly performed in a usual way by introducing an
integral representation for the Heaviside function

"(x! Sth) =
! +#

Sth

du
! +#

!#

d#

2$
exp[i#(x! u)] (29)

Substitution in Eq. (28) and averaging over sequences leads to

P{S(w, s) > Sth} =
! +#

Sth

du
! +#

!#

d#

2$
exp

"
!i#u + !

j
ln

#

!
b

$b exp(i#%b,j)

$%

(30)
The integral on #, the r. h. s. of Eq. (30), can be estimated by the method of
steepest-descent in the limit where W, the width of the PWM, is large. We
denote by F(u, #) the argument of the exponential in Eq. (30)

F(u, #) = !i#u + !
j

ln

#

!
b

$b exp(i#%b,j)

$
(31)

The saddle-point is given by &#F(u, #) = 0. We ultimately find that the
u-integral is dominated by values close to the threshold Sth and we are

13
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Motif discovery
step 2: filtering and ordering the list of motifs

3. Ranking based on the departure of its distribution in the training set from 
Poisson distribution at the density measured in the background set
Both density and clustering contribute to the motif score
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Training set
• 14 CRMs (144-2398 nt)
 8 known CRMs, previously validated in vivo using reporter assays)
 6 new CRMs identified based on their :
  -  proximity to SOP-specific genes 
  - sequence conservation within the 12 Drosophila species

• 31 conserved genomic fragments (250-1320 nt)

total length: 34,703 nt (0.04% of the repeat-masked non coding DNA)
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motif 1 corresponds to the α2 box

cpo CRM6 cpo CRM6 2xm1
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motif 2
E-box

motif 4
E-box

motifs 2 and 4 predict binding sites for proneural bHLH factors

E-box: CAnnTG

bHLH heterodimers
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Achaete binding sites cross-correlate with predicted CRMs 

Achaete DamID fragments
vs predicted CRMs

bin = 1 kb

Dam-Achaete vs Dam alone
expressed in proneural clusters
(scaGAL4 Gal80ts driver)

K Mazouni et al (unpublished)
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The α2 box / E box combination

Motifs 1 and 2 cross-correlate
in the D. melanogaster genome
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motif 3
N-box

Motif 3 may predict binding sites for E(spl) bHLH repressors
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motif 5

Motif 5 is novel

spdo CRM4 spdo CRM4 2xm5
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Conservation of motifs on training set

Predicted motifs move within the enhancers 
through evolution (in few cases)

dmel

dsim

dsec

dyak

dere

dana

dpse

dper

dwil

10.7 13.0

10.7 13.0

10.7 13.0
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Neur enhancerCG32150 enhancer
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Enhancer prediction

• each fragment is given a score according to the motif over-
representation

chop the genome
into 1kbp fragments

(1 every 50bp)

detect the conserved
binding sites for

the infered matrices
Genome

Set of potential enhancers

defined by the log odds score :

S(E) = !
PWM w

nw(E) ln

!
!

(tr)
w

!
(bg)
w

"
(51)

where nw(E) is the number of conserved binding sites of the frequency
matrix w in the fragment E. Although, it would have been possible to
use other algorithms for ranking putative enhancers given a set of PWM
(e. g. [14, 15, 8]), the formula (51) was chosen both for its simplicity and
for consistency between the conservation requirements imposed on the
binding sites for PWM determination and fragment ranking.

2.7 Implementation of the algorithm
The developed programs have been written in C++ and are available upon
request. They have been executed on an octoprocessor Intel Xeon machine
with 32 Go RAM.

3 Data

3.1 Intergenic regions
Intergenic sequences used to evaluate site statistics in non-specific regions
are extracted from 10000 non-overlapping sequences of 2000bp drawn ran-
domly from the D. melanogaster genome. Repeated sequences were not
masked to better discriminate PWM arising from simple repeats.

3.2 Alignments
The alignments used in the analysis have been generated by Mercator (an
orthology mapping program) and MAVID (a multiple alignment program)
on the 12 drosophila genomes (CAF1). They have been downloaded from
the AAAWiki web site (http://rana.lbl.gov/drosophila/). The ortholo-
gous sequences for the characterized CRMs have been extracted from this
datasets and realigned using MUSCLE [16] for more refinement.

19
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Associating enhancers with GO categories

Gene 1 Gene 2

Predicted enhancer
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CRM rank
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Choosing parameters and first «test».

Rouault et al, PNAS 2010

Results obtained with the Felsenstein model
Parameters of the algorithm have be optimized on this criterion
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Lola

- transcriptional repressor
- antagonizes Notch in the R3/R4 decision in the eye

Hypothesis: represses Notch target genes in SOPs

Lola protein presence CRM20 CRM40
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In vivo activity of predicted CRMs

CRM prediction using the 5 top-ranked motifs:
 10/29 are expressed only or predominantly in SOPs (3 also in PNCs)
 13/29 are expressed in neuroblasts of the larval brain

CRM7 CRM15

pupal notum (SOPs) larval brain (NBs)
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Identifying genes up-regulated in SOPs

known genes

new genes

 • analysis of expression patterns by in situ hybridization in larval discs
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Available on the web very soon
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Outlooks (ongoing)

• Improve predictions :

Combine in silico data with high-throughput experiments (DamID, 
ChIP on chip)

• Role of the identified CRMs/genes in patterning :

Dynamics of the CRM expression

• Extend this in silico approach to

other stages and/or tissue specific enhancers

other organisms, metazoans (vertebrates)
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